
   

Time flies so fast that, the project of Tokyo Gakugei University is over in a twinkling of 

an eye. In this short period of eight days, we have not only fully contacted the current situation 

of Japanese education, experienced interesting culture, but also harvested the friendship 

between teachers and students. As Rene Descartes said, "I think therefore I am." Retrospect and 

recording are the best means to make people grow up. For this education-themed project, some 

words can be written on paper and printed in mind, which is the best reward for this wonderful 

memory. Therefore, I want to share some of my experiences and rough feelings.  

There are lots of aspects that impressed me a lot, the first one would be Japanese culture. 

We had many activities and experienced some Japanese traditional culture. Such as Taiku 

They’re all unforgettable memories. Especially playing Taiko drums and enjoying Matcha tea, 

I think they reflect Japanese attitude towards life, which is to take life seriously with full 

enthusiasm.，which can be seen from the details around us, such as a little garden, a sign, a 

movement. And although I can’t feel my arms and legs after drum and tea activities, I’m sure I 

will miss them in the future.  

Japanese are very polite. Apart from festivals and tea ceremonies, politeness also exists in 

all aspects of life. Waiters will smile at you, students are very enthusiastic, teachers are also 

approachable. I think politeness can make people feel respected. It's an aspect that everyone, 

especially our Chinese students, needs to learn and separate 

By the way, I went to Asakusa last day。My Japanese friends and I rode rickshaws around 

every corner of the block, felt lots of details that ordinary tourists can't pay attention to. Luckily，

we’ve also encountered a festival, people danced and sang together. My friend and I also bought 

some snacks and danced in the corner. I’ve only seen this harmony picture in comics, so my 

dream came true eventually. 

What’s more, in this project, we had visited the secondary and primary schools in Japan. 

Like many students, we were surprised in many aspects, such as developed clubs, interesting 

teaching methods and so on. If I have to say one of the most impressive aspects, it must be 

family lessons. Japanese family lessons have been conducted from junior high school to senior 

high school, each stage has its own characteristics so that students in school can also master 

survival and life skills such as cooking, gardening, designing and making clothes. More 



   

importantly, this kind of lessons cultivate a sense of responsibility for the family and society, 

as well as the hard-working attitude towards life. I think the situation of Chinese students being 

spoiled by their families are very serious now, which is also related to the fact that education 

and population quality levels are behind economic development nowadays, and the lack of 

family lessons in the fundamental education stage is just a reflection. This should be taken 

seriously by educators and every parent. 

The theme of this program is education. I really appreciate that it Provide us more ways 

to communicate with each other, as well as find and solve problems, because of which I’ve 

learned lots of things about situation of education and teachers in Japan and Korea. Also 

broaden my horizon and encourage me to realize more problems that haven’t been highlighted 

before, like overworking and violet towards teachers. Now in my mind, the pictures of 

education in our three countries are much clear. 

At last I want to give thanks to all the teachers and friends that I met，especially dear Ms. 

KIM and Prof. TSUBAKI, your thoughtful guidance and care really made me learn a lot.   

There is a saying goes “会うは別れの始め”, I believe we will meet again in the future and we 

all could be a better person and make the world a better place with the cooperation of our three 

schools and countries’ friends. 
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